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ABSTRACT: We investigated the biphasic resistive pulses during particle translocation through cylindrical nanopores at low salt
concentration by simulation, and the effects of electrolyte concentration, surface charge, electric potential, and pore geometry
were systematically discussed. The formation of positive peaks in the pulses is ascribed to the surface charge on the particle and
the pore. The peak current enhancement/decline ratio increases linearly with the particle surface charge density but decreases
with the salt concentration increase. We find that there is an optimum electric potential for the peak current enhancement ratio
to reach the maximum value. When a negatively charged particle is at the orifice of the pore on the low/high potential side, the
ion concentration inside and around the pore is significantly depleted/enriched, while inverse electric potential or inverse surface
charge has an opposite effect. The extent of such ion modulation is larger with a longer pore. The peak current enhancement/
decline ratio is quantitatively linked to the percent of ion concentration enrichment/depletion inside and around the pore, by
considering particle occupied volume and concentration change.

I. INTRODUCTION

Solid-state nanopores are emerging as promising tools for
detecting biomolecules or nanoparticles by analyzing resistive
pulses during their translocation through the pores.1−7 The
basic principle of nanopore detection originates from the
Coulter counter,8 where particles inside a micro tube occupy
the electrolyte volume and hence decrease the pore
conductance. Translocation of biomolecules and nanoscale
materials with a wide range of size and geometry has been
reported.9−11 While one of the fascinating goals of nanopore
detection may be the next generation DNA sequencing, its
potential application in characterizing nanoparticle surface
charge and size has been also widely discussed.12−15

Submicrometer particles and biological molecules were
detected by polymer pores by DeBlois, Wesley, etc. in
1970s.16,17 Recently, silicon nitride nanopores and glass conical
nanopores are used for particle detection with the translocation
of polystyrene particles, silica particles and gold nano-
particles.18−22

In most cases, negative resistive pulses are observed since
particles block the ionic current. However, positive peaks and
unexpected waveshapes were reported for DNA translocation at

low electrolyte concentration,22−29 and were recently shown
during particle or PEG translocation.30−34 The translocation of
cylindrical particles was reported with a biphasic pulse at salt
concentration 0.01 M and the electrokinetic motion was shown
by simulation.35,36 The cation and anion distributions were also
shown in ref 35 where they are not equal to the bulk
concentration. Goyal (2013) investigated gold nanoparticle
translocation using silicon nitride nanopores and observed ionic
current enhancement upon particle translocation in 20 mM
KCl solution.30 Menestrina (2014) and Innes (2014) reported
positive peaks following negative pulses when charged
polystyrene particles translocated through micro size poly-
ethylene terephthalate pores.31,32 Biphasic pulses were also
reported during particle translocation through glass conical
nanopores (Lan, 2014).33 Unusual current blockade induced by
oxidized PEG translocation was reported with current
decrease/increase when the PEG was at the entrance/exit
(Cabello-Aguilar, 2014).34 In the experiments, the biphasic
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resistive pulses only exited with low salt concentration and high
voltage.28,33 and in some experiment even only current
enhancement was observed.30 The positive standard bias (the
ratio of current enhancement/decrease to base current)
increased while the negative standard bias decreased with the
voltage increase in Goyal’s experimetn.30

Those unexpected resistive pulses are interesting subjects to
be investigated to understand the basic principles of particle
translocation through nanaopores. Some researchers consid-
ered that the current enhancement was due to counterions
around the particles when the particle size and pore size were
comparable to the thickness of the electric double layer (EDL).
The phenomenon was also demonstrated in experiments with
micro size pores, and Menestrina proposed that the formation
of positive peaks was due to the ion concentration modulation
but did not give a quantitative link.31 When the system size
increases from nanometer to micrometer, the effect of EDL
may become smaller. However, the effect should be finally
determined by the gap distance between the pore and particle
rather than the overall size, since it is the gap distance that
influences the behaviors of the ions and the fluid. Lan
compared the experimental results and simulation results with
conical glass nanopores,33 however, for small cylindrical
nanopores, the biphasic resistive pulses are to be studied in
detail.
In this study, we used numerical simulation to analyze the

current waveshape and ion concentration. The modeling
method is similar to that in ref 33, while we show a more
detailed discussion on the resistive pulses with cylindrical
nanopores, considering the combined effects of electrolyte
concentration, surface charge, electric potential and pore
geometry. Since the transition from current-position curves to
current−time curves did not change the current magnitude on
the vertical axis,20 we obtained the current-position curve as a
reflection of the recorded signal in time. The direction of
translocation is determined by the surface charge and electric
field. Theoretically, when the particle surface charge is larger/
smaller than the pore surface charge, the particle moves in the
direction of electrophoresis/electroosmosis.9,22 The directions
of particle motion in the current-position traces are shown by
arrows. Negative or positive surface charge was applied on the
particles and pores with different applied potentials. The
current-position traces are demonstrated, and we quantitatively
verified the link between the current peaks of the resistive
pulses to the ion concentration modulation extent.

II. MODEL AND METHODS
Figure 1a shows the schematic of a negatively charged particle
translocation through a negatively charged pore. Axially
symmetric geometry was used in the model, as shown in
Figure 1b, where D, L, d, and zp are the pore diameter, pore
length, particle diameter, and particle position respectively (zp =
0 at the middle of the pore length). To achieve accurate results,
the mesh resolution is high enough and the reservoir size in the
model was increased to ensure that no change in calculated
current and ion concentration was observed.37 The particle is
assumed to translocate through the pore along the symmetric
axis, and thus the influence of particle deviation from the axis
on the ionic current is neglected. Poisson−Nernst−Planck
(PNP) equations and the Navier−Stokes (NS) equation were
coupled to solve the ionic current and ion concentration with
the commercial software Comsol Multiphysics.
The potential distribution can be expressed by the Poisson

equation,
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where E, ρ, εr, ε0, F, zi, ci are the electric potential, electric
charge density, relative permittivity, dielectric constant, Faraday
constant, ion valence and ion molar concentration, respectively.
The Nernst−Planck equation
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is a continuity equation, where Di is the diffusion coefficient, μi
is the ion mobility and u ⃗ is the fluid velocity. The Navier−
Stokes equation is
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In the equation, η and p denote fluid viscosity and pressure,
respectively.
As shown in Figure 1b, the lower boundary of the reservoir is

grounded and the electric potential is applied on the upper
boundary. The ionic current was calculated when the particle
was at a series of positions along the symmetric axis to obtain
the current-position trace. First, 20 mM KCl solution was used
as the electrolyte at electric potential 1 V. The pore length L,
pore diameter D, and particle diameter d were set to be 50, 30,
and 20 nm respectively unless otherwise specified, similar to the
experimental condition in ref 30. Then the particle surface
charge density σpa, pore surface charge density σpo, KCl

Figure 1. Schematic (a) and the simulation model (b) of a negatively charged particle translocation through a negatively charged cylindrical
nanopore in a KCl solution. L = 50 nm, D = 30 nm, and d = 20 nm are used in the simulation unless otherwise specified.
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concentration, electric potential, and pore geometry were
changed to show the current waveshape and ion concentration
distribution in different cases.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Biphasic Resistive Pulse and Peak Current Deviation.
We analyzed particle translocation without the effect of surface
charge as a reference (Figure 2a) although this case rarely exists
in experiments. In most cases, particles and pores are negatively
charged with solution pH > 7. The pore surface can be
modified by atomic layer deposition to obtain uncharged
characters, and this can influence the mobility and the energy
barrier.38 When typical surface charge (particle −0.02 C/m2,
pore −0.005 C/m2) was applied,33 a biphasic pulse was
observed, which was reported in former experiments with
cylindrical micropores and conical nanopores.31−33 Obviously,
the waveshape and base current are changed by the surface
charge, and the normalized peak current deviations (ratios of
peak current deviations from the base current to the base
current) are much larger than those without surface charge.
Notably, the normalized negative peak deviation and positive
peak deviation are 52% and 34% respectively, larger than the
value of 14% without surface charge (Figure 2b). Therefore, the
surface charge of the particle improves the signal-to-noise ratio
at low salt concentration.
In the above case, both the pore and particle are charged.

Menestrina’s experiment shows that the positive peak was
caused by the particle surface charge but not the pore surface
charge.31 To study their effects separately, translocations of
uncharged particles through charged pores and charged
particles through uncharged pores were investigated. As
shown in Figure 3a, the effect of pore surface charge (−0.005
C/m2) is slight compared to the effect of particle surface charge
(−0.02 C/m2). When the pore carries a larger surface charge
(−0.02 C/m2), the base current decreases significantly and
there is also a biphasic pulse. This was not reported in
Menestrina’s experiment and it may be due to the low pore
surface charge or the large geometry used by them. In our
simulation, both the particle surface charge and pore surface
charge induce biphasic pulses. The negative peak and positive
peak occur near the particle positions zp= −20 nm and zp = 30
nm, respectively. It should be noted that they are not the
symmetric positions at zp= −25 nm and zp= 25 nm when half of
the particle was in the pore, and the current waveshape is not
symmetric as well.

To explore the combined effects of surface charge, we
changed the pore surface charge and particle surface charge
respectively, and the current-position traces are shown in
Figure 3, parts b and Figure c. The magnitude of particle
surface charge does not influence the base current, but has a
significant effect on the peak current deviation. With a constant
pore surface charge −0.005 C/m2, both the normalized positive
peak deviation and normalized negative peak deviation increase

Figure 2. Formation of biphasic resistive pulse in current-position trace (a) and normalized current deviation (ratios of current deviation ΔI to the
base current I0) (b) with surface charge density σpa=-0.02 C/m2 and σpo = −0.005 C/m2 in 20 mM KCl solution. The electric potential is 1 V.

Figure 3. Effects of surface charge density on current waveshape. (a)
Effects of particle surface charge and pore surface charge, respectively.
(b) Effect of particle surface charge density with σpo = −0.005 C/m2.
(c) Effect of pore surface charge density with σpa = −0.02 C/m2. A 20
mM KCl solution and 1 V electric potential are used in the simulation.
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linearly with the particle surface charge density (Figure S1(a),
Supporting Information). The magnitude of pore surface
charge changes both the base current and the peak current
deviation. With a constant particle surface charge −0.02 C/m2

and the increase of pore surface charge, the base current
decreases while the normalized positive and negative peak
deviations do not increase and decrease monotonously (Figure
S1(b)).
When the particle and the pore are positively charged, the

positive peak current and negative peak current occur at particle
positions around zp = −30 nm and zp = 20 nm, respectively. In
this case, the particle would move along the direction with the
decrease of zp, and the current−time trace would be similar to
that during a negatively charged particle translocation through a
negatively charged pore.

In previous experiments, the biphasic pulse only existed at
low salt concentration with a high biased voltage.30−33 With the
same geometry and surface charge magnitude, salt concen-
tration and applied electric potential were varied to explore
their effects on current waveshape. Figure 4a shows both the
normalized positive and negative peak current deviations
decreased with the increase of KCl concentration from 10
mM to 1 M. As expected, the positive peaks are observed when
the salt concentration was smaller than 100 mM, but the peak
value disappears gradually when the concentration is larger than
200 mM. Figure 4b shows that there is an optimum voltage
between 0 and 2 V for the normalized positive peak current
deviation to reach its maximum value. However, we did not find
corresponding experimental results in the references dealing
with biphasic pulses and this can be further studied.22−34 The
negative peak value becomes larger as the electric potential

Figure 4. Effect of KCl concentration at electric potential 1 V (a) and the effect of electric potential in 20 mM KCl solution (b) on normalized
current peak values. σpa = −0.02 C/m2 and σpo = −0.005 C/m2 are used in the simulation.

Figure 5. Concentration distribution of K+ and Cl− at particle position zp = −20 (a) and zp = 30 (b) in 20 mM KCl solution. σpa = −0.02 C/m2, σpo
= −0.005 C/m2 and E = 1 V are used in the simulation. The right panels show the ion concentration along the axis.
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increases and is saturated at electric potentials larger than 1 V.
However, if the electric field is inversed, the positive peak and
the negative peak occur near particle positions zp = −30 nm
and zp = 20 nm respectively (Figure S2). It should be noted
that with the inverse electric field, the particle motion direction
is changed, so the current curves in time may be similar.
Ion Concentration Modulation. Menestrina reported that

the current decrease/increase was due to ion concentration
modulation.30 We investigated the ion concentration distribu-
tion at the particle positions with positive and negative peak
current in Figure 2. Parts a and b of Figure 5 show the cation
and anion distribution at the two particle positions (zp=-20 nm
and zp = 30 nm). The right panels show the ion concentration
along the axis. The ion concentration decreases on the side of
the particle with higher potential while increases on the side
with lower potential. This phenomenon is similar to that in
current rectification, which was reported in experiments with
asymmetric pore geometry, asymmetric surface charge or the
combination of them.39 When the particle is at the position zp =
−20 nm (Figure 5a), the gap between the particle and the pore
serves as a gate with a cation-selective function. K+ ions in the
pore move to the low potential side driven by the electric field
while the transport of Cl− ions from the low potential side into
the pore is rejected by the gate. The consequence is the ion
concentration decrease in the pore. On the other hand, at the
particle position zp = 30 nm (Figure 5b), K+ ions flow into the
pore while the motion of Cl− ions out of the pore is rejected,
causing an increases of ion concentration in the pore. The
phenomenon is more significant when the electric double layers
overlapped. The maximum modulation does not happen at
positions zp = ± 25 nm when the gap distance is smaller and

closer to the sum of the Debye length. We do not have a good
explanation on the positions of the negative and positive peaks,
and we assume that it is ascribed to the complex combined
effect of the electric field and surface charge.
When the particle and the pore are positively charged, the

gap is anion-selective, so Cl− flux into the pore is promoted and
K−

flux out of the pore is rejected at particle position zp = −20
nm. Therefore, the effect on ion modulation is inversed (Figure
S3). Similarly, with a negative electric potential the modulation
effect inside the pore is also inversed (Figure S4).

Linking the Peak Current Deviation to Ion Concen-
tration Change. With constant electric potential, the ionic
current is determined by the pore resistance Rp and the access
resistance Ra, and they can be approximately calculated as40,41

∫κ
=

−
R

A z
z

1 1
( )

dp
L

L

/2

/2

(4)

κ
=R

D
1

a (5)

In the equations, κ is the electrical conductivity of the
electrolyte. However, if the ion concentration in the pore is
not equal to the bulk concentration, the pore conductance
would be determined by the ion concentration distribution.
Without the effect of the particle, the resistance of the open

pore is then Rpo = ((4L)/(κbulkπD
2)), where κbulk is the

conductance of the bulk solution. The ratio of open access
resistance Rao to open pore resistance Rpo is

α π= ≈D
L

D
L4

0.8
(6)

Figure 6. Current waveshape and ion concentration modulation with different pore length at 1 V in 20 mM KCl solution. (a) Current waveshape.
(b) Ion concentration distribution along the axis when the particle was at the negative current peak positions. (c) Ion concentration distribution
along the axis when the particle was at the positive current peak positions. (d) Comparison between the estimated values by concentration and
simulation results. D = 30 nm, d = 20 nm, σpa = −0.02 C/m2 and σpo = −0.005 C/m2 are used in the simulation.
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The open access resistance on each side is Rao1 = Rao2 = 0.5Rao
≈ 0.4RpoD/L.
When the charged particle is at the orifice, supposing the

ratio of particle volume in the pore to the pore volume is λ,
from eq 4, the blocked pore resistance is Rpb = ((κbulk)/
(κave))(1/(1 − λ))Rpo, where κave is the average conductivity of
the solution in the pore. Assuming that the salt conductivity has
a linear relationship with ion concentration, the blocked pore
resistance is

λ
=

−
R

c
c

R
1

1pb
bulk

ave
p

(7)

where cbulk, cave are the bulk ion concentration and average ion
concentration in the pore. Neglecting the effect of particle on
access resistance, the blocked access resistance Rab1 and Rab2 can
be determined by the following equations:

=R
c
c

Rab
bulk

en
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c
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In the equations, cen and cex denote the ion concentration at the
entrance and ion concentration at the exit, respectively. So the
current drop or enhancement ratio is

Δ =
+ +
+ +

−I
I

R R R

R R R
1po ao ao

pb ab ab0

1 2

1 2 (10)

We used eq 10 to calculate the peak values, and obtained the
normalized negative and positive peak deviations 66.6% and
37.9% respectively in the case in Figure 2a. The large error
(66.6% vs 52%) for negative value is due to the uneven ion
concentration distribution around the particle. The neglected
particle effect on access resistance also contributed to the
error.37 However, the results showed the negative and positive
peaks could be similarly estimated by the change of ion
concentration. The standard deviation values in ref 30 are
between 0.4 and 0.74 with voltage 100−400 mV. The values are
influenced by the surface charge and voltage simultaneously,
and the factors should be tuned to match the experimental
results.
As shown in Figure 6a, with the increase of pore length from

10 to 100 nm (corresponding to D/L from 3 to 0.3), the
normalized peak current deviation increases. It is due to the
larger ion concentration depletion/enhancement effect for
longer pores when the particle is at the entrance/exit as shown
in Figure 6, parts b and Figure c. The peak values are estimated
using the above method and are compared to the simulation
results, as shown in Figure 6d. The estimated positive peak
value for 10 nm long pore is closer to the calculated values
since the particle is not in the pore when the current has the
peak value, and the effect of the particle occupied volume on
current change is small enough compared to the effect of ion
concentration modulation. In other cases, the peak current
occurs when a part of the particle or the whole particle is in the
pore, making the ion concentration unevenly distributed
around the pore, and the error and relative error are larger
compared with those for positive peak value with 10 nm long
pore.
Low concentration KCl solutions are often used in

nanoparticle detection to avoid particle aggregation. The
above results show the origin of the current enhancement

and biphasic pulse induced by surface charge during particle
translocation through nanopores. However, in ref 30, the
experimental results show only current enhancement which
could not be explained by our simulation and Menestrina’s
simulation in ref 31. So we still do not have a good explanation
for the results in ref 30, and we assumed that it was caused by
the particle motion. The assumption of immobile particle in the
simulation neglects the effect of particle diffusion, electro-
phoretic and electro-osmotic motion on the ionic current.
Hopefully, it explains the formation of biphasic pulses by
demonstrating the ion concentration in details and shows the
redistribution of ions induced by surface charge and electric
potential, yet a more precise simulation considering the
complex particle motion and more experiments are needed to
fully understand the phenomenon.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we analyze the biphasic resistive pulses and ion
concentration distribution during particle translocation through
nanopores in low concentration electrolyte. The normalized
positive peak current deviation is large at a low salt
concentration, high particle surface charge and a moderate
electric potential. The ion concentration is enhanced or
depleted when the particle was at the pore orifice induced by
surface charge and electric field. The inverse electric field or
surface charge has an opposite effect on ion concentration
distribution inside the pore. The peak current deviation of the
biphasic pulse is quantitatively linked to the ion concentration
modulation. Understanding the principle of surface charge and
electric field induced ion concentration are helpful in
interpreting nanopaticle translocation though nanopores and
in choosing appropriate experimental conditions. Furthermore,
it is helpful in analyzing particle surface charge, improving
signal-to-noise ratio, and determining the translocation
direction by analyzing the resistive pulse.
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